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Abstract 

Recently, Liaw et al. proposed a hash based electronic traveler’s check system. 
They claimed that their scheme is secure. However, after analyses, we found that their 
scheme is vulnerable to key compromise impersonation and parallel session attack. 
Further, we will improve their scheme to avoid such an attack.  
Keywords: Electronic payment, electronic check, one-way hash function, on-line, 

off-line, KCI attack, long-term secure key 
1. Introduction 

Due to the rapid development of electronic commerce. Electronic payment 
schemes are studied intensively recently. In such schemes, the payer/payee can use 
bank payment instrument (credit card, debit card, or even current account) without 
revealing any confidential data during the payment [14, 15, 16]. Generally, an 
electronic payment system [10, 11, 12] can be divided into three types: on-line credit 
card payment, electronic cash (e-cash), and electronic check (e-check) which are three 
extensions of credit card, cash, and check in the real life correspondingly. In fact, cash 
and check are two frequently used tools and a traveler’s check can be used as cash in 
the real world. Hence, a traveler’s check should have the same characteristics as both 
cash and check do. Similarly, an electronic traveler’s check [6, 7] must also include 
both the characteristics of electronic cash [8, 9] and electronic check [5, 8, 9] in the 
Internet. If an electronic traveler’s check owner loses his check, the designed scheme 
should be responsible for the possible loss. Many such studies [1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14] 
had been proposed. They all have the needed security requirements of an electronic 
traveler’s check system, For example, each entity in the payment system trusts only 
his bank and the transactions always go under a trusted node. The other needed 
security requirements of an electronic traveler’s check are listed as follows[1]. 
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(1) No forgery：The electronic traveler’s check should prevent malicious users or 
merchants from forging it and ensure the fairness for users, merchants, and the 
bank in the transaction environment. 

(2) No double spending：If an electronic check has been used twice, the bank is 
able to find out who the malicious user or merchant is during the payment 
phase and deposit phase. 

(3) Specific user：An electronic traveler’s check must be signed by both the bank 
and the user. It should include the identification information regarding both the 
bank and the user and only the specific owner of the electronic traveler’s 
check should be able to use it. 

(4) Reissuing：When an electronic traveler’s check is lost, the user should use his 
serial number and his payer’s endorsement to report the loss. Then, the bank 
can easily reissue a new one for the user. 

(5) Anonymity：The owner of the electronic traveler’s check should be anonymous; 
that is, the merchant must not know the real identity of the user throughout the 
whole transaction process. 

 
In 2001, Hsien et al. [7] proposed an electronic traveler’s check system based on 

discrete logarithm problem. Subsequently, some other studies in this aspect [1, 4, 6] 
that use exponential operations and one-way hash functions are proposed. In 2007, 
Liaw et al. proposed a new electronic traveler’s check scheme based on one-way hash 
function [1]. They claimed that their scheme is secure against forgery attack since 
when given a hash value, it is computationally infeasible for an attacker to find an 
input having the same hash value under a secure one-way hash function. However, we 
found that their method can not resist the KCI and parallel session attack. KCI attack 
defined by Wilson and Menezes [2] means that if a user A’s long-term secret key is 
compromised by an adversary, the adversary can pretend other entities to 
communicate with A. In parallel session attack [17], two or more runs of protocol are 
executed concurrently under attacker’s orchestration. The concurrent runs make the 
answer to a difficult question in one run available to the attacker so that he can use the 
answer in another run. In Liaw et al.’s scheme, if a customer's long-term secret key 
has been leaked, the attacker can impersonate other entity to communicate with him. 
We think this is caused by the improper design in the registration phase. In this paper, 
we will improve their scheme to prevent this kind of attack. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review Liaw et 
al.’s protocol [1]. In Section 3,we show our attack on their scheme and then show our 
improvement in Sections 4. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.  
2. Review of Liaw et al.’s scheme 
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Liaw et al.’s electronic traveler’s check contains four roles: the consumer, the 
bank, the merchant, and the clearing-house. It uses X →Y:Z to denote that sender X 
sends message Z to receiver Y, and includes two subprotocols: an on-line subprotocol 
and an off-line subprotocol. In their scheme, the customer only needs one-time 
registration to purchase an electronic traveler’s check and would get an anonymous 
identity. Further, an optional equipment, like the Smart Card, can be applied in the 
scheme. In the following, we review both of their on-line and off-line subprotocols in 
Section 2.1 and 2.2 which are also shown in figure 1 and 2, respectively. (the more 
details can be referred to [1] ). 
 
2.1 The on-line subprotocol 

 The on-line scheme requires the bank and the clearing-house to be involved in 
the payment phase. The clearing-house verifies the identity of the user and checks 
whether double spending occurs. We describe the on-line subprotocol as follows and 
also is show it in Figure 1.   

 

4. 

8. 

7. 9. 

Figure 1: The steps of the on-line subprotocol (source: [1]) 
 
(a) The registration phase 

In this phase, the customer submits his real identity to the bank for registration 
and obtains the right to buy an electronic traveler’s check. He only needs one-time 
registration and can buy many electronic traveler’s checks at anytime without 
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registering again. The registration phase includes following three steps: 
Step 1. The customer chooses a random number  to perform the exclusive OR 

operation together with his real identity . Then, he computes the partial 
anonymous identity 

1AK

AID
( )1_ AAA KIDhIDR ⊕=  by using a one-way hash 

function h, encrypts  by the bank’s public key  , and sends the 

result  to the bank.  

AIDR _ BY

( AY IDBPE _ )
B

Step 2. The bank decrypts the received information, obtaining . It then 
chooses a random number  and computes 

AIDR _

1BK ( )1__ BAA KIDRhIDB ⊕= . 
After that, it encrypts  by using the customer’s public key  and 

sends the result  to him.  

AIDB _ AY

( AY IDBPE _ )
A

Step 3. The customer decrypts the received information by using his private key 
 to get the anonymous identity .  AX AIDB _

(b) The withdraw phase 
In this phase, the customer takes the anonymous identity formed in the 

registration phase to buy an electronic traveler’s check from the bank. The withdrawal 
phase includes following five steps 

Step 1. The customer chooses a random number  and computes a payer’s 

endorsement 

2AK

)( 1AAA KIDhR ⊕= . He then encrypts  by using his 

anonymous identity  and sends the result  to the 

bank. 

AR

AIDB _ )(_ AIDB RE
A

Step 2. The bank decrypts the received information by computing 

. Then, it chooses another random number ))(( __ AIDBIDB RED
AA 2BK  and 

uses its private key  to compute its identity BX )( 2BBB KXhR ⊕= . The 
bank then generates the payee’s endorsement  by computing 

 , and encrypts , and timestamp  by using 

symmetric key  . After this, it sends the result  

to the customer.  

R

BA RRR ⊕= BRR, 1T

AIDB _ ),,( 1_ TRRE BIDB A

Step 3. The customer decrypts the received information , 

obtaining . He checks to see whether timestamp  is valid or 

),,( 1_ TRRE BIDB A

1, ,BR R T 1T
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not. If it is valid, he then computes BA RRR ⊕='  to verify whether it is 
equal to the payee’s endorsement . If they are equal, the customer 

computes the payment requirement 

R

)(
iMiA QMRhC ⊕⊕= , where  is 

the face value of the electronic traveler’s check, and  is the amount 

of the electronic traveler’s check. Then,  and a timestamp 

would be encrypted by the customer using symmetric key 

iM

iMQ

AMi CQM
i
,,

2T  AR , and 

the result would be sent to the bank.  

Step 4.   

imestamp is within a reasona

bank computes AA R ⊕

),,,( TCQME AMiR iA
 

The bank decrypts ),,, AMiR iA
 to obtain 2,,, TCQM AMi i

. It 

checks whether t the 

))(()(
ii MiBMi QMRhRQMhC

( TCQME

2T  ble range. If it is, 

' = ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ = ⊕  to 

verify whether  is o 

, where  is a serial number,  denotes a 

concatenation operation, and is an electronic traveler’s check. After 

that, the bank computes and sends to the customer. Then, 

the bank sends to the clearing-house for recording and safekeeping 

 need to register again and can begin with a new 

Step 5. The customer decrypts  to obtain  and . He 

then computes 

AC '  equal t AC . If so, the bank computes 

i

iM

and stores it in the smart card which was issued to the customer by the 
bank. If this is the second time the customer buys an electronic traveler’s 
check, he does not

)||(
iMi QiM SMRhTC ⊕=

2iMQS ||

MTC

),(
iMiA QMR STCE  

TC  

withdrawal phase.  

),(
iMiA QMR STCE

iMTC
iMQS

))||(()||('
iMiMi QiQiBAM SMRhSMRRhTC ⊕=⊕⊕=  and 

comp with o verify whether the 

tion

customer would store  and the serial number  in his smart 

ares the newly decrypted 
iM iM

electronic traveler’s check is legitimate. If the verifica  succeeds, the 

TC TC ' t

iMTC
iMQS
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card.  

If the electronic traveler’s check is lost, the customer should send  

to report the loss. The bank can then reissue a new electronic traveler’s check 

 to the customer. 

),(
iMi QM STC

))||((
iMi QiBAM SMRRhTC ⊕⊕=

(c) The payment phase 
In this phase, a customer buys goods from a merchant with an electronic 

traveler’s check. This phase includes following four steps: 
Step 1. When the customer buy goods, he should encrypt the information 

 by using his anonymous identity  as a symmetric 

key to generate the check message  and send it to 

the merchant. 

3,,, TSMTC
iMi QiM AIDB _

),,,( 3_ TSMTCE
iMiA QiMIDB

Step 2. After receiving , the merchant should forward it 

to the bank. 

),,,( 3_ TSMTCE
iMiA QiMIDB

Step 3. The bank decrypts the check message to obtain  , the face value , 

and timestamp . Then, it checks whether timestamp  is within a 

reasonable range and verifies whether 

iMTC iM

iMQS 3T 3T

)||(
iMi QiM SMRhTC ⊕=  holds or not. 

If both hold, The bank sends  to the clearing-house via a secure 

channel and verifies whether it is a double spending by using the serial 

number . If it is a double spending, the bank can find out the real 

identity of the customer by using the value . If all the verifications 

of , and  are successful, the bank deposits it and 

computes 

iMTC

iMQS

AIDB _

iMi QiM SMTC ,, 3T

)( BMM RTChC
ii
⊕= . It then computes and sends  

to the merchant.  

),( MMR TCCE
iiB

Step 4. After the merchant has received the electronic traveler’s check by the 
secret message from the bank, the transaction has been finished.  

(d) The deposit phase 
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In this phase, the merchant sends the received electronic traveler’s check to the 
bank, the bank will verify whether this check contains his own signature. If so, the 
bank will deposit the amount of money on the electronic traveler’s check into the 
merchant’s account. The deposit phase includes following two steps: 

Step 1. The merchant sends   and a timestamp  to the bank. ),( MMR TCCE
iiB

ii

4T

Step 2. The bank decrypts  to obtain  and , and 

checks whether timestamp  is within a reasonable range. If so, the 

bank verifies whether 

),(
iiB MMR TCCE

iMC
iMTC

4T

BMM RTCC ⊕=  holds. If it holds, TC would 

be sent to the clearing-house via a secure channel to verify its validity. If it 
is valid, the bank deposits the amount on the electronic traveler’s check 
into the customer’s account. 

iM

2.2 The off-line subprotocol 
The difference between the on-line and off-line subprotocol is that the bank and 

the clearing-house are not involved in the off-line version. This off-line scheme also 
contains four phases. We describe the off-line subprotocol as follows and also show it 
in Figure 2. 

 
 
 

Figure 2: The steps of the off-line subprotocol (source: [1]) 
 

(a) The registration phase 
This phase is the same as the on-line registration phase.  
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(b) The withdraw phase 
This phase is the same as the on-line withdraw phase.  

(c) The payment phase 
After the customer has bought the merchandise, he uses the electronic traveler’s  

check to pay the merchant. The payment phase includes the following two steps: 
Step 1. After the customer has selected goods to buy, he encrypts the electronic 

traveler’s check  , serial number  and timestamp  by 

using the merchant’s public key  to generate the check message 

, and then sends it to the merchant. 

iMTC
iMQS 3T

CY

),,,( 3TSMTCE
iMiC QiMY

Step 2. After receiving the check message , the merchant 

decrypts it by using its private key  to obtain , and , 

and checks whether timestamp 3T  is within a reasonable range. After the 

merchant has confirmed that both T  is in time and th

),,,( 3TSMTCE
iMiC QiMY

CX
iMi QiM SMTC ,, 3T

3 e amount  is 

ens. If it does not occur, 
the b
account. The deposit phase includes the following two steps: 

Step 1  the timestamp b

ublic key  to the 

bank.  

Step i g hi

and . It would then check whether timestamp  is within a 

iM

correct, the merchant delivers the goods to the customer. 
(d) The deposit phase 

In this phase, the merchant sends the electronic traveler’s check to the bank. The 
bank would verify whether it is valid. If so, the bank sends the check to the 
clearing-house for confirming whether double spending happ

ank deposits the amount of the electronic traveler’s check to the merchant’s 

. The merchant encrypts 
iMi QiM SMTC ,, , and y using 

bank’s p

4T  

BY  and sends the result ),,,( 3TSMTCE
iMiB QiMY

2. The bank decrypts the received ),,( 4TSMTCE
iMiB QMY  by usin s 

private key X , obtaining TC , the amount M , serial number 
i

S , 

reasonable range. If so, the bank computes )||(
iMi QiM SMRhCT ⊕

,

B iM i MQ

4T 4T

=′  and 
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verifies whether it is equal to 
iMTC . If it is, the bank sends this check to 

the clearing-house to chec siting or double spending 
ount of this check into 

akes their scheme suffer 
section 3.1 and 3.2, we show the KCI and PS 

attac vel

ay exist 
 the attacks on the registration phase and the withdraw 

p
(a) 
We show 

Step 1. When customer A reg r 

k whether double depo
occurs. If both do not exist, the bank deposits the am
the merchant’s account. 

3. KCI and parallel session attacks on Liaw et al.’s scheme 
KCI attack means that if an attacker E knows the private key of A, he can 

masquerade as others to communicate with A [2]. Parallel session (PS) attack means 
two or more runs of a protocol are execute concurrently under the attacker’s 
orchestration [17] as described in Introduction. In the registration phase, Liaw et al.’s 
scheme does not need a secure channel. We found that this m
from KCI and parallel session attack. In 

ks on their on-line and off-line versions, respecti y.  
3.1 Attack on the on-line subprotocol 

Assume that attacker E obtains the secret key AX  of customer A. He then can 
masquerade as bank B to communicate with A which is possible since there m
a site spoofing attack. We show
hase as follows which are also shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. 

On the registration phase 
our attack on the registration phase by using the following steps.  

isters to bank B. He chooses a random numbe 1AK  
and generates the customer’s anonymous identity AID_  by computing R

)(_ 1AAA KIDhIDR ⊕= . He then encrypts  of 

the bank and sends the encryption 

 it by using the public key BY

( )_PE R ID  to E 
B

who is now 

pretending to be bank B as shown in window 1 of Figure 3.  

Step 2.

Y A

 After receiving ( )_PE R ID , E opens window 2 and pretends as 
B

encryp
Step 3. Bank B decrypts the r tion by 

h andom numb

BA KIDRh ⊕

Y A

customer A to communicate with B. He retransmits the received 
tion to B 

eceived informa his private key, obtaining 

AIDR _ . T en, B chooses a r er 1BK  and computes 
( )1__ AIDB = . He encrypts by using the customer’s 

 sends the result 

AIDB _  

public key Y  andA ( )AY IDBPE _  
A

to E who now pretends 

as customer A.   

Step 4. After receiving ( )IDBPE _ , E ts it by using the priva X  AYA
 decryp te key A
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to get the anonymous identity . He then encrypts  by 

using A’s public key and sends the result 

AIDB _ AIDB _

( )AY IDBPE
A

_  to A in window 1 

 Window 1 Window 2 

 A         E (Bank) 

chooses 

computes 

of Figure 3. 
 

Customer
1. 

randomK A ∈1
 

( )1_ AAA KIDhIDR ⊕=  

( )_
BY APE R ID  

 ( )_
BY APE R ID  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Y BPE _

 E( ustomer)             Bank B 
 
 
 

 
 
2. 

C

 

( )_
BY APE R ID  

 ( )_
BY APE R ID  

3. 

RPEPD
IDR

BB
_

_
=

 

chooses 

decrypts            

( )( )AYX

A

ID

randomK B ∈1
 

( )1_
_

BA

A

KIDRh
IDB

⊕=
 

( )A
 

 
 
 

(

Y IDBPE
A

_

4. 

X

A

PEPD
IDB

A

_  

)AID  decrypts A

( ))AY IDB
A

_= (

Fig 3: Our attack on registration phase 
 (b) On the withdraw phase 

After having the anonymous identity AIDB _  from the registration phase, E can 
tronic traveler’s eck from bank B. We 

attack on the withdraw phase as follows and also depict it in Figure 4. 
masquerade as customer A to buy an elec  ch
show our 

Step 1. E masquerades as customer A. He chooses a random number  , 2AK
computes ( )2_ AAA KIDBhR ⊕= , and encrypts AR y using AIDB _  as 

the symmetric key e then sends t

 b

he result . H ( )R  to bank B.  AIDBE
A_
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Step 2
random number mputes 
. Bank B decrypts the received message, obtaining AR . Then, it chooses a 

 2BK , co )( 2BBB KXhR ⊕=  by using his private 

key , and calculates BX BA RRR ⊕= . It then encrypts , , and 

t  result 

,, TRR BIDA
E.  

 
E (Customer) ank B 

R BR

imestamp 1T  by the symmetric key AIDB _  and sends the

( )1_EB  to 

                                    B
1. 
chooses 

computes 

randomK A ∈2
 

)_( 2AAA KIDBhR ⊕=  
    ( )AIDB RE

A_
 

2. 
chooses 

randomKB ∈2
 

computes 

)( 2BBB KXhR ⊕=  

BA RRR ⊕=  

( )1_ ,, TRRE BIDB A

 

3. 
computes 

( )),,( 1__ TRRED BIDBIDB AA

 

verifies 
RRRR BA =⊕= ?))(('  

)(
iMiA QMRhC ⊕⊕=  

   ( )2,,, TCQME AMiR
 

computes 

iA

4. 

)),,,(( TCQMED AMiRR iAA
 

)||(
iMi QiM SMRhTC ⊕=  

      
AA CC =?'  

  

5. 
decrypts 

verifies 

=

),(
iMiA QMR STCE  

),(
iMiA QMR STCE  

iiM

iMi

MQi

QiBAM

TCSMR

SMRRhTC

=⊕

⊕⊕=

)||(

)||('  
h
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Figure 4: Our attac  on withdraw phase k
 
Step 3. E decrypts the received message by using  and obtains AIDB _ R , BR , 

and timestamp 1T . E computes BA RRR ⊕='  to verify whether this newly 
computed 'R  is equal to R , and checks whether the timestamp 1T  is 

)(
iMiA QMRhCvalid. If both are correct, E computes ⊕⊕= , where R  

is the payee’ e iM  is the face value s endorsem of the electronic 

traveler’s eck, is the amount of the electronic traveler’s

is the payment requirem nt. E then chooses a timestamp  and 

and by using symmetric key and h

2A iR i M A

nt, 

 ch
iMQ   check, and 

AC  e 2T

encrypts AMi CQM
i
,, , sends t e 

result ( , , , )

2T  AR  

E M Q C T  to bank B 

bank B com A RR

Step 4. Bank B decrypts ) , obtaining  and . 

Then, B checks whether is within a reasonable range or not. If so, 

putes MiA QMhC
i

2( , , ,
A iR i M AE M Q C T AMi CQM

i
,, 2T

2T  

)(' B⊕⊕= ⊕ to

 

 verify whether AC '  is 

equal to CA. If so, B generates the electronic traveler’s check
iM  by 

computing )||(
i

SMRhTC

TC

Mi QiM ⊕= , where S  is the serial number 

iM

clearing-house for recording and saf

iMQ  

of the electronic traveler’s check chosen by B. Then, B sends 

ekeeping. After that, bank B encrypts 

STC   is time s a

begin with a new withdraw phase.  

Step 5. E d

He h

TC to the 

and sends RE to E. If this  the second  E buy n 

electronic traveler’s check, he does not need to register again. He can 

ecrypts ),(
iMiA QMR STCE  by using AR  to obtain 

iMTC  and 
iMQS . 

then computes )||'
iMQiBAM SMRRTC

),(
iMiA QM

 p  to com are with(
i

⊕⊕=

iMTC to verify whether both are equal. If the verification succeeds, E stores 

TC and the serial number S  in his smart card.  
iM iMQ
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When the electronic trave eck is lost, E should send  to 

bank B can reissue a new electronic traveler’s check 

(c) 
E can buy goods with an electronic traveler’s check withdrawn from a merchant. 

The paym teps and

Step 1

mous identity 

message which will be then sent to the merchant. 

tep 2. After receiving TSMTCE , the merchant should forward it 

to bank B. 

E(Customer)               Merchant M                    Bank B 

ler’s ch ),(
iMi QM STC

report the loss. Then, 

)||(
iMi QiBAM SMRRhTC ⊕⊕=  to E. 

On the payment phase 

ent phase includes following four s  also is depicted in Figure 5. 

. When buying goods, E should encrypt the information 3,,, TSMTC
iMi QiM  

by using his anony  as a symmetric key to form the AIDB _

),,,( 3_ TSMTCE
iMiA QiMIDB

S ),,,( 3_ iMiA QiMIDB

 

1. 
encrypts 

2. 

 
3. 

verifies 

BR CE  

 

3,,, TSMTC
iMi QiM

 

),,,( 3_ TSMTCE
iMiA QiMIDB

 

)  ,,,( 3_ TSMTCE
iMiA QiMIDB

)||(?'
iMi QiM SMRhTC ⊕=

BMM RTCC
ii
⊕=  

),
ii MM TC(

Figure 5. Pay ent phase 

. B decrypts the message to obtain 
iMTC  , the face value iM , the serial  

mestamp 3T . Then, it checks to see whether 

amp 3T  is within a reasonable range. If so, B computes 

m

Step 3  

number , and ti

timest

iMQS
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)||('
iMi QiM SMRhTC ⊕=  and compares it with 

iMTC  to verify whether 

iMTC '  is valid. If it is valid, B should also send 
iMTC  to the 

clearing-house via a secure channel for verifying whether TC  has been 

by value IDB _ 3,,, TSMTC
iMi QiM , and the 

identity ssful, the bank computes BMM RTCC
ii
⊕

iM

double spending by using the serial number . If the electronic check 

has been double spent, bank B can find out mer 

. If the verifications of all the 

 are all succe

iMQS

 the real identity of the custo

A

=  and 

encrypts both 
iMC  and T by using BR  as a symmetric key. The 

result ),( TCCE  will b

iMC  

e sent to ter the 

has passed the bank’

bank.  
S

hant M sends the electronic traveler’s check to bank B, then 
ba nature  on the s e 

posit the amount on the electronic traveler’s check into the 
m
depicted it in Figure 6. 

Step 1. The merchant sends both 
iiB

and a timestamp to bank B. 

Step 2. Bank B checks whether timestamp is within a reasonable range. If so, 

it dec

iiB MMR

electronic traveler’s check TC  

the merchant. Only af

iM s verification, it can 

then be deposited in the 
tep 4. When the merchant receives the electronic traveler’s check from the bank, 

the transaction has been finished. 
 
(d) On the deposit phase 

In this phase, merc
nk B will verify his own digital sig electronic traveler’ check. If th

signature is valid, B will de
erchant’s account. The deposit phase includes following two steps and also is 

rypts ),(
iiB MMR TCCE , obtaining 

iMC  and 
iMTC . Then, B computes 

and verifies whether 
iii MBMM CRTCC

),( MMR TCCE  4T

4T  

=⊕= )('  holds, If it holds, 

TC would be sent to 
i

via a  channel to check M the clearing-house  secure
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whether it is unredeemed or not. If the electronic traveler’s check is 
unredeemed, bank B should deposit the amount on the electronic traveler’s 
check into E’s account. 

 
E    Merchant M           Bank B          Clearing-house  

1. (R CE , 

                   2. 

decrypts 

),
ii MM TC 4T  

B

)  ,(
iiB MMR TCCE

                  verifies 

iii MBMM CRTCC =⊕= ?'  

iMTC  

on a secure channel 
 Figure 6: On the deposit phase 

 
raveler’s check. In 

the 

ce between the on-line and off-line version is that bank B and 
learing-house are not involved in the off-line subprotocol. Our attacks on the off-line 

off-line withdraw phase are the same as the ones launched on 
the o

withdraw phase in the on-line and off-line 
bprotocol respectively. The other phases will be the same as the ones in Liaw et al.’s 

e on-line subprotocol are described in 
Secti

e subprotocol 
d 

withdraw phase respectively to get rid of the KCI and parallel session attack. The 

Finally, adversary E has successfully obtained the electronic t
other words, attacker E achieves the payment phase and the deposit phase 

successfully. 
 
3.2 KCI and Parallel session attack on the off-line subprotocol 

The differen
c
registration phase and 

n-line registration phase and on the on-line withdraw phase, respectively. We 
omit them here. 
 
4. Our improvement 

To prevent the KCI and parallel session attack in Liaw et al.’s scheme, we 
improve both the registration phase and the 
su
scheme. The details of our improvement for th

on 4.1 and improvement for the off-line subprotocol is similar to the one on the 
on-line version as described in Section 4.2. 
 
4.1 Improvement on the on-lin

In this section, we show our improvements on the registration phase an
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other tw
(a) On the registration phase 

steps and also depict it in Figure 7. 

Customer A                                    Bank B  

o phases are the same as the ones in the original version. 

We show this phase by using the following 
  

1. 
chooses 

computes 

randomK A ∈1  

( )1_ AAA KIDhIDR ⊕=  
))(,_( BAXAY KEIDRPE

AB
 

))(),(,_( BABAXAY KhKEIDRPE  

decrypts 

BABAXAY KhKEIDR
AB

  

 

hKh

AB

2. 

)))(),(,_((X PEPD
A

))(( BAXY KED
AA

verifies 

)(?))'(( BABA K=  

chooses 
randomK B ∈1

 

computes 

( )1__ BAA KIDRhIDB ⊕=  

( )AK IDBPE
BA

_  

))_(,_( AXAK IDBEIDBPE
BBA

 
3. 
decrypts 

)))_(,_((K PEPD
BA

verifies 
AXAK IDBEIDB

BBA
 

chooses 

computes 

KKKKCID  
4. 

s 

AIDB _  

randomKK rS ∈,  

rBA KKC ⊕=  

)(),(,, 1ASSrA

compute

BAr KCK ⊕=  

))(( SKKS KEDK
rr

=  

))(( 11 AKKA KEDK
SS

=  

verifies 

( )1?_ AAA KIDhIDR ⊕=  
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Figure 7 . Our impr nt on t  registration

 a random number 1AK . He also random ooses 

oveme he  phase 
 
Step 1. The customer chooses ly ch

as the session key shared with bank B. He then uses his private key BAK  

AXPE  to encrypt K  and com tes )(Kh  and BA pu

KIDhIDR ⊕= . Then, he encryp , KPE , and 

y usin the bank’

BABAXA KhKPEID
AB

 to bank B. 

Step 2. After receiving the message, B decrypts it using his private key, 

to decrypt  ob

cryption result. If
are umber , computes 

BA

( )1AAA A BAX A

)( BAKh  b g s public key BY and sends the result 

obtaining AIDR _ , )( BAX KPE
A

, and )( BAKh . He then uses A’s public key 

taining K , and uses hash function h(‧) to 

compute )( and comp ne in the de  
they equal, B chooses a random n

_ ts IDR _ )(

))(),(,_(Y RPE  

)( BAX KPE
A

, BA

BAKh  ares it to the o

1BK
)_(_ 1BAA KIDRhIDB ⊕= , and signs on by using his private 

B

 
_  and B’

signature. He verifies the signature. If it is
number as the session key shared with B and 
key of . 

AIDB _  

key. Then, B encrypts both AIDB _  and the signature )AX IDE
B

 by 

using BAK  and sends the result to customer A. 

_(

Step 3. After receiving the message, A decrypts it, obtaining B s 
 valid, A chooses a random 

as the encryption 
He computes rBA KKC

AID

SK  rK  

SK ⊕=  and sends 

)(),(,, 1ASSrA KKKKCID  to B. 

putStep 4. After receiving the message from A, B com es BAr KCK ⊕= , 

)(( SKKS KEDK
rr

= , 1 1( ( )
S SA K K AK D E K= , and verifies whether 

( )1_ AAA KIDhIDR ⊕=  holds. If they are equal, B accepts A’s registration.  

ithdraw phase 
 
(b) On the w

In this phase, both communicating parties (A and B) use as the session key SK  
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to communica e withdraw phase 
by using the following steps and also depict it in Figure 8 
  Step r A chooses a random number  and computes 

KID ⊕ . Then, he encrypts  and by session key 

and sends the result 

te with each other. We show our improvement on th

 1. Custome 2AK
( )2_ AAA BhR = AIDB _ AR  

SK  ( )AAK RIDBE ,_  
S

to the bank.  

 
Customer A                      nk B     Ba

1. 
chooses 

computes 

randomK A ∈2  

)_( 2AAA KIDBhR ⊕=  
( )AA RIDBE ,_  

2. 
chooses 

K S

randomKB ∈2  

computes 
( )),_( AAKK RIDBED

SS
 

)( 2BBB KXhR ⊕=  

RBARR ⊕=  

( )1,, TRRE BKS
 

3. 
computes 

)),,(( TRRED BKK SS
 

)(
iMiA QMRhC ⊕⊕=  

( )2,,, TCQME AMiR i
 

4
computes 

A

. 

)),,,(( 2TCQMED AMiiRR iAA
 

)||(
iMi QiM SMRhTC ⊕=  

chooses 
randomKS ∈2

 

                   and uses it as the 
session key for the 
customer’s next 

aw 
KSTCE

iM
 

5.  
computes 
  , QS  

 

withdr

,( 2SMRR KTCED
iMiAA

 KK =  

),,( 2SQMR iA

)

2SS

Figure 8 . Our improvement on the withdraw phase 
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Step 2. m n
SS

, and . He then encrypts ,  and 

timestamp by and sends the result 

B chooses a rando umber K  and computes )),_(( RIDBED , 2B AAKK

)( 2BBB KXhR ⊕= BA RRR ⊕= R BR

1T  SK  ( )1,, TRRE BK S
 to A. 

Step 3. 

see whether id,

 and encrypts  and timestamp 

by and sends the result 

A decrypts the received message, obtaining R , BR  and 1T . He checks to 

 is valid. If it is val A computes 1T  

)(
iMiA QMRhC ⊕⊕= AMi CQM

i
,, 2T  

AR  ( )2,,, TCQME AMiR iA
  to B. 

Step 4. B decrypts the message from A, obtaining  and . He 

checks to see whether  is valid. If it is valid, B computes 

MTC , chooses a random number  to be the next 

SQM iMi

K  to A.  

t, even if an attacker knows the private key of customer A, he 
an not masquerade as B to communicate with A. That is, the KCI and PS attack fails. 

4.2. 

 version but the on-line version 
involves both of them. Since our improvement makes no relationship to this point, our 

 on the off-line subprotocol is the same as the on-line version. We 

 
5. Co

an on

AMi CQM
i
,, 2T

2T

)||(
iMi QiM 2S

session key for A’s next withdraw, and encrypts ,, KSTC  by R . 

K

2 A

SRh ⊕=

He then sends the result ,( STCE ), 2SQMR iMiA

Step 5. A decrypts the received message, obtaining 
iMi QM STC ,  and 2SK . He 

replaces SK  as 2SK  for the next protocol run. 
In our improvemen

c
 

Improvement on the off-line subprotocol 
The difference between the on-line and off-line subprotocols is that bank B and 

the clearing-house are not involved in the off-line

improvement
therefore omit it here.  

nclusion 
In this paper, we propose a KCI and parallel session attack on both Liaw et al.’s 
-line and off-line electronic traveler’s check subprotocols. We also propose an 
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